Leave a
walking
legacy

Support our
vision to create
a walking nation

Our walking heroes
zebra crossings – the things
which make walking safer
and more enjoyable today.
The expansion of the
Pedestrians’ Association was
due to a generous legacy
from long standing member
Enid Jeeves, enabling us
to employ our first Director
Ben Plowden. Under his
leadership we became Living
Streets in 2001.
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Put simply, walking needs a hero. Living Streets has
been built by a succession of walking heroes working
to protect our everyday walking way of life.
Tom Foley, Fleet Street
journalist, was in 1929, the
first person in Britain to seek
to protect people on foot
from people in cars. That
was when he founded the
Pedestrians’ Association, the
precursor to Living Streets.
Tom gave a large part of his
life to the charity and was
still active in 1970 when he

invited me to tea. I was easily
won over by his arguments
and have been part of the
campaign ever since.
Lord Robert Cecil was the
association’s first President
and its other founding figure.
Together they powerfully
advocated for driving tests,
30mph speed limits and

Today our vision is to create a
walking nation, where people
walk every day, because
walking to the shops, to work,
or to see a friend, is no longer
the exception. Walking is the
obvious answer to some of
our big challenges, because
when walking rates increase,
congestion, pollution, obesity
and other social problems
decrease. The more we walk,
the more our communities
become friendlier, safer, nicer
places to live.
I hope this vision is one that
you want for your children
and grandchildren. Living
Streets’ campaigns, to

encourage people to walk
and transform our streets for
walking, are only possible
because of the commitment
and determination of our
supporters – people like you.
Leaving a legacy is another
way of supporting our work
and including one in your will
is a big decision, but I hope
you will consider it. If you are
able to leave a gift in your
will, your generosity will help
create this walking nation.
Thank you
Terence Bendixson
President, Living Streets

A history of big differences
1929: The Pedestrians’
Association is born

1951: The first
zebra crossing

A walk in progress
Calling time on pavement parking
With our supporters we’ve lobbied central and Scottish
governments to implement nationwide pavement parking
limits. This pressure has recently resulted in the government
committing to review the current system in England. In
Scotland there is now cross-party commitment to progress
legislation for a ban in the coming year.

Government commit to reverse the decline in walking
1956: 30mph speed
limit made permanent

1991: First 20mph
speed limits

1996: The first Walk
to School Week

In 2015 we were instrumental in securing a historic
amendment to the Infrastructure Act that requires
government to set a cycling and walking investment
strategy for England. This is a major milestone for walking
– being recognised as a serious transport mode worth
investment – rather than an afterthought.

Putting walking first in London
The new London Mayor has committed to pedestrianise
Oxford Street by 2020, following our campaign to
#putwalkingfirst in London. This is a bold move that
will save lives and clean up one of London’s most
polluted streets.

Making 20mph the norm
2001: The association
re-launches as Living
Streets

We continue to campaign and have success in getting
local authorities to introduce area-wide 20mph speed
limits. 20mph puts people first; creating streets which
are safer, more vibrant and enjoyable places to walk.

A new walking generation
Going strong for over 20
years, our Walk to School
campaign encourages over
1 million children in 4000
schools across the UK to walk
to school each year. With
more primary school children
inactive and overweight than
ever before and increased
pollution and congestion at
the school gate, we’re helping
to build healthy habits that
last a lifetime.

Nasra, 16
We supported special educational
needs student Nasra and her
classmates to have the confidence
to travel independently. Nasra relies
on memorising routes, meaning that
unexpected circumstances such
as bus diversions leave her feeling
vulnerable and unsure where to go.
We empowered her class to develop
an easy-read walking map with safe
routes of the local area, helping
Nasra to feel more independent and
have the confidence to walk more.

Helping all
generations enjoy
the benefits of
walking

Janet, 76
Following a street audit with a
group of older residents in South
Yorkshire, we worked with the
local council to remove barriers
to walking, installing handrails
and dropped kerbs. For Janet,
these improvements have
made walking to the doctor’s
surgery and shops safer and
more comfortable, helping her
maintain independence and
connection with her community.

Our promise to you
We appreciate that your
will is personal to you,
and we’ll respect the
careful consideration you
give to it; handling your
legacy with sensitivity
and respect.
We'll use your gift to
make big strides towards
our vision of a walking
nation and spend your gift
wisely to ensure it has the
most impact.
You don’t have to tell us if
you leave a gift to Living
Streets, but if you do, it
will help us to plan future
work, and we will keep
your decision completely
confidential.
We’ll ensure that there
is always someone you
can talk to directly about
leaving a legacy.

Contact Alex McHardy 0207 377 4900
alex.mchardy@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets, Universal House,
88-94 Wentworth Street,
London, E1 7SA

Where your gift goes
Walking is fundamental to our quality of life and
needs to be protected and encouraged. That’s
why we exist, investing our time and resources to
campaign to put walking first and keep walking on
the government agenda.

Last year we spent our income
in the following ways*

89%

delivering charitable
activities

11%

reinvested to raise
future funds
* Data taken from audited accounts, available on the Charity Commission website

Pledge to leave a legacy
If you would like to pledge a legacy to Living Streets, please
complete this form and return your pledge to:
Freepost RSAY BXAK KSBK, Living Streets, 4th Floor,
Universal House, 88-94 Wentworth Street, London,
E1 7SA

Title
First name
Last name
Address

WALK
WITH
LIVING
STREETS

Postcode
Telephone
Email
I have left a gift in my will to Living Streets
I would like to talk to someone about leaving
a gift in my will
Living Streets is gathering your data to process this action.
We will retain your details for monitoring purposes, and we
may contact you in future to follow up on this service. We
will not pass on your details to a third party.

If you require this document in an alternative format please contact
info@livingstreets.org.uk
020 7377 4900
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